INTRODUCTION
============

Physical forces act on us every day when we push open a door or accelerate while riding in a car. These experiences provide us with an intuitive understanding of force at the scale of our bodies. Similarly, cells interact with their local environment by sensing and generating forces, but the magnitudes of these forces and the mechanisms by which cells and proteins respond to force are not as intuitive. This Perspective aims to provide an intuition for the magnitudes of forces involved in cellular processes and a framework for thinking about how molecules transmit, route, and sense mechanical signals.

Cells must respond to mechanical force to carry out vital processes. B cells selectively develop high-affinity antibodies by mechanically testing the strength of antigens on the surface of antigen-presenting cells ([@B69]; dividing cells rely on mechanical cues to control progression through several phases of mitosis ([@B79]; [@B75]; [@B56]; [@B44]); and cells sense mechanical properties of their surroundings to direct cell differentiation, wound healing, and tumor progression ([@B67]). Our senses of touch and hearing are also examples of cellular force transduction involving mechanosensitive ion channels that convert mechanical signals into electrical (ionic) currents. We will not focus on this class of mechanosensitive proteins, which are the subject of several reviews ([@B83]; [@B41]; [@B55]). Instead, we focus on proteins that route forces through the cytoskeleton and on proteins that transduce these mechanical signals into biochemical signals.

By definition, a signal can be transmitted, routed, and transduced, and each of these steps can be a point for regulation. The study of cellular signaling has traditionally rested on biochemical concepts, in which chemical signals are transmitted via diffusion, routed by specific binding interactions, and transduced via activation of key effectors (e.g., ion channels, enzymes, or transcription machinery). Propagation of biochemical signals often occurs through allosteric changes in a protein\'s conformation or through phosphoregulation. Changes in phosphorylation state can directly control the activity of a binding site or active site of an enzyme, and they can induce conformational changes similar to allosteric mechanisms. Because mechanical loads on a protein can also change the conformation of a protein, it should be no surprise that evolution has produced molecules that use force-dependent conformational changes to route and transduce mechanical signals ([@B46]).

In cells, mechanical signals are transmitted by cytoskeletal filaments such as actin and microtubules, routed by rearrangements of the cytoskeletal network, and transduced into biochemical signals by force-sensitive proteins. How cytoskeletal filaments transmit mechanical signals is straightforward; however, what molecular features allow certain proteins to modulate when and where mechanical signals are routed or transduced is an active area of research. [@B22] provided an early hypothesis about how proteins might exhibit sensitivity to forces when they introduced the concept of binding interactions, called catch bonds, that become stronger under a tensile force ([@B26]). [@B63] confirmed the existence of catch bonds by applying precise mechanical loads to individual L-selectin and P-selectin glycloprotein ligand-1 (PSLG-1) interactions and observing longer lifetimes under a range of tensile loads compared with interactions that were not under tension. Because catch bonds are preferentially stable once engaged, they can be likened to switches or routers of mechanical signals: when a catch bond is engaged, force is preferentially propagated through the adjoining proteins and cytoskeletal filaments. Other mechanosensitive proteins exhibit tension-dependent modulation of enzyme activity, tension-dependent accessibility of substrate sites, and tension-dependent availability of cryptic binding sites. These types of force-sensitive proteins can be likened to transducers that convert mechanical signals into biochemical signals.

FORCES SUSTAINED BY INDIVIDUAL PROTEINS
=======================================

To estimate the forces that individual proteins sustain, consider that molecular interactions, such as enzyme-catalyzed reactions, require fluctuations in thermal energy to overcome transition states. Thus the energies involved must be similar in magnitude to thermal energy, which is given by Boltzmann\'s constant, *k*~B~, multiplied by temperature, *T*. At room temperature, *k*~B~*T* = 4.1 pN nm (4.1 × 10^−21^ J), and since proteins are nanometer sized, forces acting on individual proteins must be in the piconewton range. One piconewton is 10^−12^ N, about the weight of one red blood cell, approximately the force exerted by a standard laser pointer on a screen, and about the drag force on a 30-nm vesicle moving at 500 nm/s through cytosol ([@B19]; [@B45]). One can also consider the molecular interactions that enable proteins to bind other proteins. Electrostatic interactions between the charged surfaces of two proteins generate forces on the order of 1--100 pN that decay with *d*^−2^, where *d* represents the distance between the charges. For instance, according to Coulomb\'s law, two point charges separated by 0.5 nm in water exert a force on one another of ∼10 pN. van der Waals forces and hydrogen bonds, which are due to permanent or transient dipole moments in polar molecules, are on the order of 10 pN and decay with *d*^−3^ ([@B45]). Finally, hydrophobic interfaces associate with strengths similar to those of hydrogen bonds ([@B14]) due to the hydrophobic effect, which is an entropy-driven process that reduces the amount of ordered water around nonpolar molecules. Hence essentially all types of forces relevant to biological protein--protein interactions and biological enzyme catalysis are on the piconewton scale (see [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} for examples).

###### 

Common cellular events in which forces are critical to biochemical function.

  Event                                                         Speed or lifetime   Relevant force (pN)   Note                                                         References
  ------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------- --------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------------------
  Measurements in reconstituted systems                                                                                                                                
  Kinesin movement on a microtubule                             800 nm/s            5--7.5                Maximum load on motor before it stalls                       [@B91], [@B53], [@B101]
  Dynein movement on a microtubule                              85 nm/s             7--10                 Maximum load on motor before it stalls                       [@B82], [@B81])
  Myosin movement on an actin filament^a^                       0.03 s at 6 pN      10 and 80             Rupture forces at ramp rates ∼5 and 1000 pN/s                [@B39]
  Activation of titin kinase by removal of inhibitory peptide   ---                 30                    Equivalent to the activity of ∼5 or 6 myosin units           [@B77]
  VWF tethering platelets to endothelial cells^a^               0.2 s at 20 pN      5--80                 Force required to reveal protease cleavage site              [@B110], [@B106]
  One kinetochore complex binding to one microtubule^a^         50 min at 5 pN      9                     Rupture force at a ramp rate of 0.25 pN/s                    [@B3]
  FimH-mannose bond^a^                                          ---                 ∼150                  Rupture force at a ramp rate of 250 pN/s                     [@B107]
  Single integrin in vitro^a^                                   10 s at 30 pN       13--50                Rupture force at ramp rates of 50--100 pN/s                  [@B97], [@B61], [@B54]
  Unfolding of talin to reveal vinculin binding sites                               5                     Force at a ramp rate of 5 pN/s                               [@B109]
  Measurements and estimates in live cells                                                                                                                             
  Single kinesin transporting a 30-nm quantum dot               570 ± 20 nm/s       0.6                   Estimated drag force on quantum dot during transport         [@B19]
  Chromosome segregation in anaphase                            100 nm/s            0.1--10               Estimated force to move chromosome in vivo during anaphase   [@B72], [@B5], [@B64], [@B30], [@B18]
  Force to stop chromosome movement during anaphase             ---                 700; 50               Force per chromosome; force per kinetochore microtubule      [@B72]
  Single integrin in cells to RGD on surface                    ---                 1--5                  FRET sensor in ECM                                           [@B48], [@B68]
  Single vinculin connecting talin to F‑actin in cells          Minutes             2.5 ± 1.0 up to 10    FRET sensor in cells                                         [@B38]
  Activation of Notch during cell adhesion                      5--15 min           \<12                  Based on tension-gauge-tether sensor                         [@B104]
  Contractile forces through focal adhesion complexes           Minutes to hours    100--165              Estimate for a complex of 3--5 integrins                     [@B67]

^a^Event involving protein with catch-bond behavior.

TOOLS FOR DETERMINING HOW PROTEINS RESPOND TO FORCE
===================================================

[Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} shows that tools for direct observation of individual protein interactions must operate with nanometer precision and on the piconewton force scale. Biophysical tools capable of this precision can be grouped into two categories: those that actively control position and therefore apply force ([Figure 1, A--C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) and those that passively measure force (similar to a strain gauge; [Figure 1, D--F](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). To apply force actively to a protein interaction of interest, the interaction is typically recapitulated in vitro with one protein tethered to a glass coverslip and its binding partner tethered to a polystyrene bead for laser trapping ([@B8]; [@B70]; [@B65]), to a magnetic bead for magnetic tweezers ([@B88]; [@B90]; [@B40]), or to the tip of a submicrometer cantilever for atomic force microscopy (AFM; [@B10]). Another method, not illustrated in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, called the biomembrane force probe, can also be used to apply forces to protein--protein interactions; however, most investigators have moved toward the laser trapping, AFM, or magnetic beads platforms ([@B27]; [@B37]; [@B71]). Proteins are typically tethered using well-established conjugation chemistries ([@B43]; [@B51]), and in general tethering is not a major limitation. The physical principles underlying these instruments are outside the scope of this Perspective (see review by [@B71]). However, all of them share the ability to manipulate the position of a tethered protein or complex with nanometer precision while observing the deflection of a sensor element (i.e., bead or AFM tip) from its resting position. This deflection is usually proportional to the force applied on the protein--protein interaction with sub-piconewton sensitivity.

![Methods for applying and measuring precise forces to single molecules and molecular complexes. (A--C) Instruments often used to apply precise forces to individual macromolecules or complexes. (A) In laser trapping, a focused laser beam behaves roughly like a Hookean spring, pulling a submicrometer bead toward its center with a force proportional to the stiffness of the laser trap, *k*, multiplied with the displacement of the bead from the trap center, Δ*x*; beads are often decorated with a protein or receptor of interest and can be controlled by manipulating the position of the laser beam relative to the microscope slide. (B) Atomic force microscopes employ a micrometer-width cantilever, at the tip of which is a nanometer-sized pointer that can be decorated with proteins or receptors; once these proteins bind their receptors on the surface of a glass slide, the cantilever is retracted causing it to deflect. (C) Magnetic tweezers employ magnetic beads with a magnetic moment, *μ*; when subjected to a magnetic field, the force on the beads is proportional to the magnetic field strength multiplied by *μ*. Up to several hundred magnetic beads can be pulled at the same time. (D--F) Techniques for measuring forces precisely between and within molecules. (D) Pillars with diameters and lengths on the nanometer to submicrometer scale can be formed from elastic polymers and decorated with extracellular matrix proteins, such that cultured cells adhere and form focal adhesions; the deflection of each nanopillar from its resting position reveals the contractile forces exerted at the corresponding focal adhesion. (E) Hybridized dsDNA molecules for which one strand is tethered to a surface and the complementary strand is tethered to a protein or receptor can act as a "tension-gauge-tether" by which the number of base pairs within the dsDNA that support the load dictates a well-defined force at which the dsDNA will unzip or melt; unzipping of the dsDNA can be observed using fluorescent tags on the DNA molecules or by cell phenotypes, allowing estimation of the range of forces to which a protein--ligand interaction might be subjected during a cellular event such as early stages of cell adhesion. (F) An intramolecular strain sensor based on FRET can be used to determine the forces exerted through a protein by engineering the probe into the protein structure and monitoring the level of FRET.](3717fig1){#F1}

Experiments using these instruments can be performed in several ways. To quantify the strength of a binding interaction, the force on an interaction may be steadily increased ("ramped") until the interaction dissociates (i.e., until it mechanically fails). The force at which failure occurs is called the rupture force, and it is a function of the intrinsic binding strength, as well as of the rate at which the force was increased ([@B25]). To test for force-dependent stabilization of an interaction, as occurs in catch bonds, the average lifetime of an interaction can be measured as a function of a constant applied force (i.e., with a "force clamp"); any increase in the lifetime with increasing force indicates catch-bond behavior ([@B22]). More complex force profiles, such as sinusoids or rapid changes in force, can also be applied and may reveal time dependence that would otherwise be difficult or impossible to observe.

Techniques for passively measuring piconewton-scale forces use cleverly engineered molecules or nanoscale materials. For instance, arrays of pillars formed in elastic substrates can be decorated with adhesion molecules, and when cells adhere, their contractile forces are applied to the pillars via focal adhesion complexes. Subsequent bending of the pillars indicates the forces at individual focal adhesions ([Figure 1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}; [@B94]). The unzipping behavior of individual double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) molecules can be used as a molecular force gauge, since dsDNA unzips at well-defined and tunable levels of force, depending on how many base pairs support the load ([Figure 1E](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Another type of molecular force gauge relies on insertion of a stress sensor into a structural protein host ([Figure 1F](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The stress sensor consists of elastic α-helical peptides ([@B66]) or elastic derivatives of the spider silk flagelliform protein ([@B38]), which connect a pair of fluorophores or fluorescent proteins capable of Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET). When this sensor is inserted into the flexible region of a protein believed to transmit force, the magnitude of the FRET signal indicates the amount of stretching in the sensor and, when calibrated, the force being transmitted through the protein in vivo ([@B38]).

MOLECULAR REARRANGEMENTS TRANSDUCE FORCES INTO BIOCHEMICAL SIGNALS
==================================================================

The foregoing single-molecule approaches, in combination with atomic structures and mutational analyses, are beginning to reveal how cells route and transduce mechanical signals ([@B96]; [@B31]). In many cases, mechanosensitivity derives from tension-dependent allosteric regulation or local unfolding of a protein. In this section we provide brief details for several well-studied examples.

P-selectin proteins exhibit catch-bond behavior when bound to PSGL-1. Together these two proteins play a crucial role after injuries as P‑selectin, which is exposed on the surface of epithelial cells after exposure to inflammatory cytokines, captures PSGL-1--presenting platelet cells to hold them at the location of injury. AFM experiments revealed that tensile loads stabilize selectin--PSGL-1 interactions ([@B63]; [@B86]). This stabilization stems from the allosteric regulation between selectin\'s two domains, which are connected through a hinge region that can adopt one of two conformations. Tension across selectin straightens the hinge region, concomitantly positioning residues in the binding pocket to make high-quality molecular interactions with PSGL-1 and improving the strength of the interaction ([@B62]; [@B74]; [@B52]; [@B103]). For an illustrated example see [@B80]. A similar mechanism appears in intracellular adhesion molecule-1 (ICAM-1), which exhibits catch-bond behavior when binding to lymphocyte function-associated antigen-1 (LFA-1; [@B16]). The bacterial adhesive protein FimH also has two domains and exhibits catch-bond behavior through a slightly different mechanism. Its lectin domain, which binds mannosylated proteins, connects through a flexible peptide to its pilin domain, which anchors the protein to fimbriae. Binding of the pilin to the lectin domain reduces lectin\'s affinity for mannose ([@B6]; [@B108]). AFM experiments revealed that individual lectin--mannose interactions in vitro typically fall into a low- or a high-strength population ([@B107]), but applying an intermediate tension before increasing the force shifts most interactions into the high-strength population ([@B107]). A crystal structure revealed that when the pilin and lectin domains are associated, a β-sheet sandwich in lectin is twisted such that the mannose binding pocket is in a low-affinity state ([@B60]). In contrast, tension-dependent dissociation of the pilin from the lectin domain allows the β-sheet sandwich to untwist and tighten the ligand pocket. Similar sandwich domains are found in many adhesive, matrix, and extracellular proteins believed to be under tensile loads ([@B60]; [@B78]) and thus are likely well suited to propagate mechanical signals. In general, the common mechanism underlying these adhesion proteins is the tension-dependent removal of an autoinihibitory domain, which concomitantly induces a conformational change in the binding pocket of protein--protein interactions that are under tension. Because these types of force-stabilized bonds influence where and when forces are transmitted through the cytoskeleton, it is not surprising that catch-bond behavior is commonly observed in cell-adhesion proteins.

Clusters of cell-adhesion proteins occur at focal adhesions and contain multiple mechanosensitive proteins involved in coupling transmembrane α/β-integrins to the actin network. The extracellular portion of α/β-integrins connects to fibronectin in the extracellular matrix (ECM) and exhibits classic catch-bond behavior, likely through an allosteric pathway ([@B54]). Contractile forces generated in the actomyosin network are transmitted through talin to the integrins and the ECM. Talin contains a C-terminal rod-like structure consisting of 13 α-helical bundles. Under ∼5 pN of tension, several α-helical bundles unfold, revealing binding sites for vinculin ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}; [@B20]; [@B109]). Vinculin binds to these cryptic sites with high affinity (nanomolar range), preventing the α-helical bundles from refolding and recruiting additional actin filaments ([@B17]; [@B109]). The onset of vinculin binding to talin correlates with an increase in the strength of the focal adhesion ([@B17]). An intracellular FRET sensor ([Figure 1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) inserted into vinculin indicated that each vinculin in a stable focal adhesion supports an average of 2.5 pN, that recruitment of vinculin and force transmission are independently controlled processes, and that the ability of vinculin to transmit force determines whether a focal adhesion will assemble or disassemble under tension ([@B38]).

![Forces in cells are routed, transmitted, and transduced by mechanically sensitive proteins and have cell-wide implications, influencing biochemical signaling in the cytoplasm and gene expression in the nucleus. Forces generated in the actin cytoskeleton by myosin II cross-bridges are transmitted several micrometers between adhesion proteins in cell membrane and LINC complexes in the nuclear cortex. Tension-dependent unfolding of talin (step 1) reveals substrates for vinculin binding (step 2), which in turn recruits additional actin filaments (steps 3 and 4) as part of focal adhesion development ([@B20]; [@B17]; [@B109]). Tension-dependent unfolding of p130Cas reveals phosphorylation sites for Src kinase as part of integrin signaling and ultimately generates the active form of a diffusible GTPase Rap1(steps 5 and 6; [@B87]). Concomitantly, tension in the actin cytoskeleton is transmitted through LINC complexes to the nuclear cortex. Lamin A, an intermediate filament of the nuclear cortex, mechanically couples the nuclear cortex to LINC complexes and therefore the cytoplasmic cytoskeleton; it affects DNA transcription of the gene for lamin A and the transcription of stress fiber genes ([@B92]). Increased cytoskeletal tension on LINC complexes correlates with decreasing phosphorylation of lamin A, decreasing turnover of lamin A in the nuclear cortex, increasing stiffness of the nuclear cortex, and ultimately, through the retnonic acid pathway, increasinglevels of lamin A. Note that many intermediate proteins are not shown, for simplicity.](3717fig2){#F2}

Whereas catch bonds influence when and where forces are transmitted, other mechanosensitive proteins transduce forces into biochemical signals with downstream effectors. For instance, local unfolding of a protein under tension can reveal substrates for enzymatic modification (e.g., protease cleavage sites, phosphorylation sites, or glutathionylation sites). For example, the blood protein von Willebrand Factor (VWF) is partially unfolded by forces on the order of 10--20 pN, the same range of forces it is expected to experience in blood vessels due to shear flow, revealing an otherwise hidden protease site ([@B47]). Cleavage at this site reduces the size of VWF aggregates and inhibits blood coagulation. VWF also exhibits catch-bond-like behavior in which force increases its interaction with platelet receptor protein I~β/α~. The p130Cas protein, which associates with integrins as part of integrin signaling, also unfolds under tension to reveal phosphorylation sites for the Src family of kinases ([@B87]). Phosphorylation of these sites leads to the activation of a diffusible secondary messenger called Rap1, which is a GTPase involved in integrin signaling ([@B42]; [@B93]).

Local unfolding can also reveal the active site of a kinase and is the mechanism underlying the tension-dependent activity of the muscle protein titin ([@B77]). Titin connects myosin bundles in the A band to the Z-disk in sarcomeres, where it is optimally positioned to sense muscle tension and thereby control the size of sarcomere units ([@B1]; [@B2]). The kinase domain of titin is closely related to the myosin light-chain kinase (MLCK) class of enzymes, which are activated by repositioning of an autoinhibitory tail upon Ca^2+^ binding. Unlike MLCKs, the active site of titin is revealed only upon forceful repositioning of the autoinhibitory tail under tension ([@B77]; [@B34]). Once the active site is revealed, titin phosphorylates downstream signaling proteins that affect the expression of muscle genes and the turnover of proteins ([@B59]). Another domain of titin, the immunoglobulin G (IgG) domain, unfolds under ∼100 pN of force in vitro, revealing cysteines for S-glutathionylation. Glutathionylation of these cysteines prevents the IgG domain from completely refolding, thereby affecting the intrinsic length of titin and the elasticity of cardiomyocytes ([@B4]). Thus titin exhibits features of tension-dependent kinase activity and tension-dependent unveiling of cryptic substrates, which ultimately enable titin to participate in regulating muscle elasticity.

The foregoing examples illustrate that local unfolding is a shared molecular mechanism in many mechanosensitive proteins.

MECHANOREGULATION AT A DISTANCE
===============================

Mechanical signaling has the potential to transmit information very quickly. Mechanical forces are transmitted at the speed of sound, orders of magnitude faster than diffusion for any distances greater than tens of nanometers, arriving in microseconds, compared with seconds or minutes for diffusion. There is precedence in biology for rapid transmission of signals across cells: in muscle cells, electrical signals, which also travel much faster than diffusive signals, penetrate deep into the cell along t-tubules, where they arrive very close to sarcomeres; at this point, the electrical signal is transduced into a biochemical signal: release of calcium from the sarcoplasmic reticulum.

Could analogous mechanisms exist in mechanical signaling? A recent report suggests that mechanoregulation occurring at integrins in the cell membrane may route forces through the cytoplasmic cytoskeleton directly to the nuclear cortex and ultimately to transcription factors in the nucleus ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}; [@B92]). LINC complexes are the nuclear envelope equivalent of integrins in the cell membrane. They span the nuclear envelope, with their cytosolic side binding actin and their nuclear side binding the intermediate filaments, lamin A and lamin C, an ideal arrangement for transmitting forces within cytosolic actin into the intranuclear cortex. Like integrins, LINC complexes may form catch bonds or exhibit mechanical-to-biochemical transducing behavior. Consistent with this expectation, high cytoskeletal tension correlates with low turnover and dephosphorylation of lamin A, perhaps because phosphorylation sites on lamin A are sequestered by tension in a mechanism similar to the tension-dependent sequestration of protease sites in collagen ([@B12]; [@B92]). Moreover, actin filaments emanating from a subset of focal adhesions appear to connect directly to LINC complexes in the nuclear membrane, and these actin-cap-associated focal adhesions respond more readily to changes in the stiffness of the extracellular matrix than non--actin-cap-associated focal adhesions ([@B50]). Thus it certainly seems plausible that mechanical signals can be routed through catch-bond behavior at the cell membrane, transmitted long distances through cytoskeletal elements, and transduced into a biochemical signals that affect gene expression directly in the nucleus.

FORCE SENSING DURING CELL DIVISION
==================================

The key steps of cell division are regulated by checkpoints such as the spindle assembly checkpoint, which delays anaphase until all chromosomes are properly attached to microtubules emanating from each spindle pole. Whether force-sensing proteins participate in mitotic checkpoints is an active area of research and is likely understudied due to the difficulties of measuring precise forces in vivo and reconstituting these complex systems in vitro. Given the presence of force-sensitive proteins in many aspects of cell behavior, however, it seems likely that they participate in routing mechanical signals through spindle microtubules and transducing mechanical signals into biochemical signals by which the ends of microtubules are anchored to their substrates.

On chromosomes, the multiprotein structure that binds the plus ends of spindle microtubules is the kinetochore. Even before kinetochores and the roles of microtubules were understood, tension-dependent processes were implicated in orienting chromosomes for proper segregation when Dietz in the 1950s noticed that bioriented chromosomes remained stably in that configuration, whereas maloriented chromosomes were unstable and constantly reorienting. Dietz proposed that the defining feature of properly oriented chromosomes was tension, and that all chromosomes are biased toward the bioriented state through tension-dependent stabilization of their attachments to the spindle ([@B24]). In support of this hypothesis, Nicklas later showed that maloriented chromosomes could remain stable for hours if tension was artificially applied using a micro­needle, whereas relaxed, maloriented bivalents reoriented within minutes ([@B73]). We now know that kinetochores contain at least 80 different proteins in various copy numbers ([@B15]; [@B9]), but determining the strength of kinetochore coupling to microtubules in vivo has remained difficult, in part due the unknown and size-dependent viscosity of the nucleoplasm, the complex architecture of the spindle, and likely differences in the kinetochore--microtubule coupling strength in different organisms. Despite these challenges, theoretical and experimental efforts to determine the strength of kinetochore attachments to microtubules in vivo indicate that kinetochores couple to individual microtubules during metaphase with strengths on the order of 1--100 pN ([@B72]; [@B64]; [@B13]). The number of microtubules attached to kinetochores varies among organisms, ranging from one microtubule/kinetochore in yeast to 15--20 microtubules/kinetochore in humans ([@B15]), and thus the net strength of kinetochore attachments to the spindle could approach nanonewton forces in some organisms. Chromosomes in grasshopper spermatocytes, which have ∼15 microtubules/kinetochore, resisted opposing forces up to 700 pN ([@B72]). It remains an open question as to why chromosomes can couple to the spindle with such high and widely varying strengths, since the forces to segregate chromosomes in vivo during anaphase are estimated to be between 0.1 and 10 pN ([@B64]; [@B30]; [@B28]). In vitro tests using the laser trapping method ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) revealed that isolated kinetochore complexes can bind dynamically to microtubules and harness the energy of disassembling microtubule tips to move loads with forces up to an average of 9 pN ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Moreover, these kinetochore particles exhibited catch-bond-like behavior, in which the lifetime of kinetochore--microtubule interactions increased with tension over the range of 1--5 pN ([@B3]). The physiologically relevant consequence of this catch-bond behavior is that kinetochores on bioriented sister chromatids, which are under tension, form more stable attachments to microtubules than those attachments to kinetochores on chromatids that are not bioriented and therefore not under tension, in agreement with the hypothesis of Dietz. Adding to the complexity, these laser trapping experiments also revealed that tension applied across the kinetochore---microtubule interface affected microtubule dynamics. Ongoing efforts to reconstitute the load-bearing components of the kinetochore piece by piece may reveal the force-sensitive elements and the effects of microtubule dynamics ([@B7]; [@B33], [@B32]; [@B36], [@B35]; [@B76]; [@B99], [@B98]; [@B100]; [@B102]). There is strong evidence that the activity of several enzymes also facilitates biorientation of sister chromatids. For example, Aurora B kinase is known to phosphorylate various kinetochore proteins and thereby weaken kinetochore--microtubule attachments. Aurora B activity declines with the onset of tension across the microtubule--kinetochore interface ([@B95]; [@B23]; [@B105]; [@B21]), but how the activity of Aurora B responds to tension is unclear. Several components of the kinetochore have been proposed as tension sensors that could affect the activity of Aurora B ([@B9]). One candidate is the Sli15-Bir1 protein complex, which localizes to kinetochores and contains an Aurora B--activating domain. Tension across Sli15-Bir1 might reveal a binding site to sequester the Aurora B--activating domain, thus preventing Aurora B--mediated phosphorylation of kinetochore proteins when chromosomes are properly bioriented ([@B84]). Alternatively, tension within kinetochore proteins might induce a conformational change that 1) sequesters Aurora B substrates, 2) physically separates Aurora B from its substrates, or 3) induces a conformational change in the catalytic site of kinetochore-associated Aurora B, thereby inhibiting its activity ([@B57]; [@B9]; [@B85]).

Mechanical signals in the spindle might also regulate processes at centrosomes. Centrosomes, called spindle pole bodies in yeast, are mechanical hubs balancing forces from astral, kinetochore, and interpolar microtubules. In yeast, they serve as signaling platforms for the mitotic exit network, sporulation, and possibly the spindle position checkpoint ([@B49]); therefore mechanosensitive proteins may reside at centrosomes to transduce mechanical signals into biochemical signals during regulation of these processes. One study implicates kendrin proteins, called Pcp1 in fission yeast and Spc110 in budding yeast, as possible tension sensors ([@B79]) to control progress through the spindle position checkpoint. So far, however, the lack of suitable techniques for mechanically probing protein interactions with centrosomes has precluded a clear understanding of the extent to which centrosomes participate in mechanical signaling pathways.

Mechanical signaling in other aspects of cell division are also being actively investigated. For instance, the final step of cell division is abscission of the intercellular bridge, which takes anywhere from 1 to 3 h, even in the same cell lines ([@B89]). Despite this large time window, abscission occurs promptly if tension in the intercellular bridge is suddenly removed by cutting the bridge with a laser ([@B56]), suggesting that elements of the abscission machinery may be inhibited by tension. Other indications for mechanical signaling in mitotic processes stem from observations that confined cells undergoing mitosis that are prohibited from rounding up appear to have difficulty capturing chromosomes, maintaining defined spindle poles, and stably positioning their spindles ([@B29]; [@B58]; [@B11]). These defects could stem from disruptions in the normal routing of mechanical signals important for functionality of the checkpoints that govern kinetochore--microtubule attachment and spindle positioning. The precise role of mechanical signaling in all aspects of cell division warrants thorough investigation and will likely benefit from molecular force probes that can be integrated into in vivo structures.

CONNECTING FORCES TO SIGNALS
============================

This review has highlighted some well-understood mechanisms for transmitting, routing, and sensing mechanical signals, and it has discussed emerging areas of mechanobiology in which mechanical signaling is likely to be important. In many instances, combinations of protein structures, molecular dynamic simulations, and single-molecule force spectroscopy were required to uncover the molecular basis for mechanosensation. Single-molecule techniques have been particularly powerful since they allow careful control of the force, force history, and loading rates on individual molecules. These tools have enabled researchers to uncover how numerous mechanically active protein systems work, including how myosin, kinesin, and dynein convert chemical energy into work and how simple catch-bond systems become stronger under load (FimH, selectins). Various examples of mechanically regulated enzymes have also been demonstrated directly (Src kinase, titin kinase, collagenases). Thus it seems certain that these tools will be crucial for understanding at the molecular level all forms of mechanoregulation. A major challenge will be applying these tools to even more complex systems, such as the eukaryotic replisome, the ribosome, the spliceosome, the kinetochore, and centrosomes. In these systems, force may affect multiple proteins simultaneously, or the complex as a whole, in ways that will be difficult to discern without studying the whole macromolecular complex for emergent behaviors and without understanding the entire structure. Fortunately, it is becoming easier to study large complexes, for two reasons. First, advances in traditional biochemical techniques are making it possible to isolate larger protein assemblies in vitro. Second, next-generation single-molecule tools are more capable, multimodal (e.g., combined laser trap and total internal reflection fluorescence microscopes), reliable, and accessible than ever. There is a synergy between these two advances because the single-molecule techniques allow one to work with much smaller amounts of material than bulk techniques and thus make it possible for useful information to be gained even for large assemblies for which large amounts of concentrated material can be difficult or impossible to obtain. As the molecular components sensitive to force become better characterized, it may become possible to complete the picture of mechanoregulatory cascades that involve transmitting, routing, and transducing mechanical signals.
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